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SOCIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF COLONIZATION AS VIEWED FROM BRAZll*

by

Eugene A. Wilkening and Sugiyama lutaka**

The distr~bution of people on land is seldom in accord with the

most desirable d.istributionas viewed from political, economic, soc-

ial, or individual objectives. Nations assimilating new territory

want people of their own stock to settle on the land to protect it

from invaders. Unused lands within either public or private domains

represent ~n unused resource until they are settled and developed.

In Brazil, as in many developing countries, there exists an im-

balance of human and natural resources. This imbalance is made more

apparent by the rapid population growth in the settled areas, coupled

with lack of development of a large part of the interior. In 1960,

48 percent of the population lived in the 13 perce~t of the country
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which borders the Atlantic Ocean, in the so-called "littoral"

areas.' The density of the population in this area is about

31 persons per kilometre, which is about 20 times the density

in the north and west-central part of Brazil. Patterns of

voluntary migration in Brazil have tended to accentuate rather

than diminish the uneven distribution of people on the land.

People continue to move in greater numbers from rural areas to

the southern and eastern urban centers than to the interior. It

should be noted, however, that Brasilia and its connecting high-

ways have begun to open up certain :areas of the interior for

settlement.

The conditions referred to above have aroused interest in

planned attempts to settle people in lands which are relatively

unused or unoccupied. These attempts range all the way from total

planning and administration of colonies either by government or

by private agencies, to the encouragement of settlement by providIng

favorable conditions for acquiring titles to the land, e.g., by

the construction of roads or other facilities.

Manuel Oi~gues, Jr.~ refers to three types of colonization

lInter-American Committee for Agricultural Development, IILand
Tenure Conditions and Socia-economic Development of Agricultural
Sectors--,Brazil,:: Pan American Union, Organization of American
States, Washington, D.C., 1966, p. 50.

2Manuel Di~9ues, Jr., Populacao e Propriedade d& Terra no Brazil,
Uniao Pan Americana, Secretaria Geral, Organizacao dos Estados
Americanos, Washington, D.C., 1959, pp. 140-141.
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in Brazil: (1) goverMlent colonies, sponsored byafther federal

or state governments; (2) private colonies, promoted by private

companies primarily for profit, sometimes with direct or indir....

ect assistance from the state (3) frontier colonies, usually

promoted by national groups migrating from other regions of the

country (the state may sometimes assist these pioneer colonies

by providing land, credit, and certain services).

The three types of colonies referred to are not the only

types to be found. Many colonization programs in Brazi 1 which

have been sponsored by federal government or state governments

or both, have aimed at the occupation of land by immigrants.

Immigrants were encouraged to enter the country and occupy. land,

as' in the case of the Germans, Italians, and Portuguese who went

to the frontier in Rio Grande do Sul during the last century in

order to prevent-,claims' from beinSi made by bordering countries.

Occupation of the land was a major concern of Brazi lis even before

it was independent. Division of the i: new land" discovered by

Portugal into E~itania~ facilitated immediate occupation of the

land so that no other nation could lay clalm to it.

~ssessing the S~ccess of Coloni~atio~

The object of this paper is to indicate some of the sociological

aspects of colonization and how these may affect the success and

failure of colonies, as well as the success and failure of individual

colonists. Success can be judged in terms of two criteria:
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(1) whether a colony achieves the aims specified for it;

(2) whether the colonists are better off than comparable

people livin9 outside the colony.

In the first instance, it is very difficult to make a

judgement because the aims usually are not· clearly stated. Aims

~'so vary considerably. A colony may be viewed as: (l) a way

of settling undeveloped areas; (2) a way of redistributing

rights to land; (3) a way of establishing special types of

products, such as rubber, coffee, and horticultural crops;

(4) a way of providing better: opportunities for persons who

are without land or employment opportunities, and (5) a way of

maintaining a certain laway of life" by ethnic and religious

groups. A colony may be judged a success in terms of some of

these objectives and a faiJure in others.

Most colonies in Brazil are intended to become l~mode151. of

agrarian development. The colony is expected to provide the cond-

itions for social welfare as well as for economic success. Immi

grant colonies have been encouraged in order to establish success

ful patterns of agriculture. Colonies of nationals have been

established for political and welfare objectives as well as for

economic objectives. The history of colonization in Brazil suggests

that political and social objectives have been as dominant as the

economic. The protection of the frontier, the development of unused

lands and the establishment of "model" colonies for those without

land have been dominant motives.
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In Brazil in recent years, successive governments have

attempted to develop colonies in order to demonstrate to the

people that something was being done to improve conditions In,

the rural sectors. With each change of government colonies

establ ish.dby the previous government tended to be neglected

and a new group of colonies was established. During the present

regime, two agencies have responsbility for colonies. The Insti

tuto Nacional Desenvolvimento Agricola (INDA) has the general

responsibility for colonies, while the Instituto BrasiJeiro Re

forma Agraria (IBRA) has responsibility for colonies established

in four ::priorityi; areas of the country_

Assessing the effect of colonies is impossible without taking

into account the political and social as well as the economic con

sequenc$S. Since many colonies are established for political rather

than for economic reasons, it is not surprising that they are not

successful from an economic point of view. The effect of colonies

established in ,newly settled areas must';be Judge-d in the light of

the long term consequences for the area as well as for the individual

colonists. The plight of many of the colonists in the frontier areas

is miserable if not intolerable. Sickness, malnutrition, and dis

ease have taken a heavy toll amOng colonists in Goias, Mato Grosso,

Marenhao, Piaui, and in other areas. Vet, eventually many of these

areas will be opened up. Roads will be built and medical services

and other services will be provided.
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Some colonists have been successful in spite of the object-

ives for which the colonies were established. The colony at

Ceres in south-central Goias was not successful in developing an

intensive agriculture in the area as planned. The colonists began

renting land and enlarging their holdings outside the colony to

include grazing as well as cropping. This helped to introduc8.a

more stable type of cattle' industry combined with agriculture in

the reglo:n. The colonists themselves have been successful even

though a high proportion left their original plots.

Hence, the success of colonies can be viewed from many differ

en·t perspectives. Individual colonists may be better off despite

the faIlure .of the colony from a political or overall economic

point of view. On the other hand, a colony may be successful in

opening up an area despite a high price in human welfare and in

econom~c terms. In any cas:, it is believed that there are ways of

determi~ing the effective functioning of a colony as a socia-eco

nomic system. This includes a consideration of the organizational

and processual aspects of the colony as well as its more strictly

economic aspects.

A successful colony is, in a sense, a small segment of a

total society, including the essential institutions and services.

The establishment of a colony means that a social system with its

institutional services and its supporting attitudes, norms, and

values must either be transferred from an established area or be
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reconstructed. If transferred, as with many immigrant groups,

the level of institutional services may be continued with modif-

ications from the native culture. Not only are the separate in-

stltutional units transplanted, but the cultcre which supports them

is rooted in the training and socialization of the individuals.

Attitudes supporting physical labor, efficiency, and honesty

in busJness dea 1i ngs support the fam i 1y fa rm and cooperat i vas among

the European and Japanese co 10n i es. ~fhese va 1ues a re not present

to the same extent among rural Brazilians. According to Oiegues,

"This is an important reason for the lack of success of many col-

~

on i zat i on ventures .11.)

folonization and Cultur~l Patterns

Perhaps the paternalistic pattern of rural society has not.

a 1 lowed for the deve lopment'" of a favorab Ie att i tude towa rd the.' i n

dividual ownership and operation of a tract of, land. The colono4

who becomes an owner may seek othe'rs to do his work for.' h·im, if he

can afford it, in order that he can a'ssume the ro le of the patrao

who does little physical work". This is a pattern supported by Brazil-

ian culture. In general, the ~olono is likely tQ regard ownership as

an end in itse 1f and not str"lve for the improvement of the land as

the heritage for the next generation.

3 · ~" "
, ·0 I egues, .2.l?!. cit., p. 221.

4The term colono is used differently in 8razil in different regions.
We use it here to" mean the person who is an owner or who will be an
owner of a piece of land in a colony.
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The title of landowner means, for a large proportion of

the colonists, owning real estate which is negotiable, but

which is not the basis for a profitable enterprise. The land-

owner follows land use practices similar to those of a tenant

or laborer on the land of the patr~o. He does not become the

independent owner-operator which those who plan the projects

expect him to become. He frequently leaves his plot when re-

verses set in or he sells his right to the land if and when he

obtains title to it. A study of a colony in the state of Rio

de Janeiro disclosed that a high proportion of the colonists

had changed plots or had moved out of the colony completely

within about ten years after the colony was organized. 5

This and other observations suggest that becoming a colon-

ist does not change the habits of the rural Brazilian worker

who moves periodically in search of better opportunities.

Hence, while stability of the colonists is the goal, it can

be realized only to a degree.

Perhaps permanent titles to the land are not always desir-

able if control of the colcnists is to be maintained. Ren~l

arrangements with provisions for renewal and compensation for

improvements may be more appropriate. Thirty-year leases as

in the Federal District of Brasilia are a recognition of this

principle.

5senno Galjart, I1Turnover of Farmers ina Land Sett lement
Scheme in Brazll,11 America latina, 8:2 (Abr.-Jun. 1965), Pp. 48-65.

#
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Vertical versus Horizontal Control

Societies and communities differ in the extent to which r

th~re ls a' centralization of authority and a dependence upon

superiors as opposed to a sharing.Qf responsibility and author-

tty. Hutchinson describes 8razilian society as one which Is

characterized by the patron-dependent relationship.6 This

hierarchical relationshIp permeates all of Brazilian society

to the extent that most people expect and depend upon the advice

and Instructions of someone superior to them in their family,

work, or other affairs. This pattern is likely to be retained by

the colonists even though they are set up ~o be independent

farmers. This is particularly likely to ~e the case for lower

class families, the type for which the government sponsored

colonies have been designed. A tenant or landless worker who

has been dependent upon a patrao all his life 15 not likely to

be able to become an independent farmer as soon as he becomes a

col"on:is·t. This issue of central iz.ed vs. horizontal control

beomces most apparent in the formation of cooperatives within

the·' colonies.

With respect to cooperatives we find three 'patterns:

(1) cooperative buildings where a man, paid by the federal or

state'government, sells mainly food products. Thl·s 'arrangeme'nt

6nertram Hutchinson, liThe Patron-Dependent Relationship In
Brazil: A Pre1 imtnary Examination," Sociologia Ruralis, Vol. VI,
No. 1', 1966. '... c·~·
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is not much different from a shop operated by a private indiv

Idual except that it Is not operated for profit. The cooperative

exists only because It is part of the charter of the colony.

(2) cooperatives through which the colonists are obllg~d to

sell theIr products, and through which they can purchase a

large variety of goods. Although all colonists are by defin

Ition obliged to be a member, the cooperative is operated as

an enterprIse by a small group of persons. In general, they are

also employees of the government and part of their task is to

operate the cooperatIve. (3) cooperatives to which people of

foreign extraction belong, with few, if any, Brazilian members.

The Japanese cooperatives are of this type. They tend to organ-

Ize a cooperative, which in some cases becomes competitive to

the colony cooperative, In which Brazilians do not participate.

The issue, then, Is to what extent colonies should be admin

istered by a central authority and to what extent there should be

shared decision making by the colonists. Where the administration

of the colony is centralized, the administrator represents the

patrao fer the colonists. The administration is expected to ~Ive .

advice on what to plant, when to plant, to provide the seeds, and

to prepare the soil. The role of the colonist becomes that of a

man who takes care of the crop.

The more powerful the administrator is and the more resources

he Is able to obtain from the outside the more likely the colony
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is to be stable. It Is also more lIkely to be successful

from an economic point of view. 9" the other' hand, the col-

,onist~1 satisfactIon with their leadership depends prlinarlly

upon the ability of the administrator, to solve their'person

al problems, the technical problems being secondary. These

personal problems Include such things as antagonisms amo,ng

t~e.~olonistsl d·isputes over trading, obtaining .credit, and

conflicts over women and children.

The administrator's role is like that of a traditional

patrao. In one of the colonies visited, where the administrator

visited twice a month,· a line ~~rmed.when he carne to the colony.

The administrator sat on the verandah and. received them one

"by one. However, this dependent relationship does not always

carryover Into agr'icultural matters. The colonists fail to

follow, the recommendations of the adminlstrator .. ~ They do not

see the patrao as one who dispenses ·t~c~nical information. The

apparent contradlction is not a real one. If the administrator

forces the·colonlsts 'to deviate from ~he pattern he does not

fulfill their image of a patraa. In orde.r to b~ an effective

patrao the·administrator has to act within the range of' behavior

allowed by the local cultural pattern. Furthermore, the .col-

on i sts have not learned to assume the :respons i bill ty for the f r

own decisions, and the administrator 'does not know how to e~

courage this.
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The Japanese, in contrast to the B'razilians, frequently

challenge the advice given by the technicians in planned col

onies such as Curitibanos or Guatapara, this challenge being

one of the major sources of internal conflict. The reason is

that the Japanese know how to operate a farm, and they do not

accept a plan that their experience and knowledge tells them

will not work. The traditional Brazilian colonist will accept

all the modifications verbally, but no action will be taken.

The administrator must be aware of the role he is playing and

must learn how to modify this role to suit the level of inde

pendence and sophistication of the colonists.

The evidence cited points to the conclusion that central

ized control in a colony should be in keeping with Its objectives.

If the objectives are to develop an efficient agricultural enter

prise, or to develop a frontier area, centralized authority may

be necessary in order to prevent indivIdual ends from taking

precendence. However, If the objective is only subsistence

settlement the colonis~s themselves may be able to make more of

the decisions, since the rewards are primarily for themselves.

Isolation versus Nucleated Settlement

Many have argued that houses should be located near each

other to facilitate services and to allow for social contact.

This may be done either by separating houses from the property

or by dividing land Into strips allowing settlement at one end
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of the strips. Both these arrangem~~t? are to be found in

Braz t 1, but there -is 8- predominariceof the scattered ,type of

settlement in which each person lives on his own land,•.

Livi,ng,· close to neighbors has advantages if there is mutual

trust ,and a .common'pattern' of living. This is what one finds

among some: reJ i'gJous .sec'ts and :immigrant groups. It ,is a

type of sett lement that "s' ',common in European countr'ies.

Despite 'several attempts to:"develop .'nuc,leated settlements

in the U"nited'·Sta·t'es few have s'lirvived~ " I'n BrazIl, nucleated.

colon·ies have not developed spontaneously, altholIgn .l!llnef

settlement along streams is common in some areas. T.' Lynn'

Smith has given much attention to the advantages of the !'lin~1 ,

type of settlement'in·Brazil.7 However, ttiis pattern is not

cornmon in the region of latifundia nor· an-the interior.

Pl~ns for nucleated as opposed to a "lin~' or scattered

type o·f settlement should be co.nsideredcareful1y. \a/here there

is suspicion of other people c·lose.neighbors will not be welcome.

In frontier areas, where each person is expected to clear and "

car~ ~oT:his land, living on individ~al tracts is likely to be ~.

more successful, despite the isolation.

7T.'lynn ·Smith, Brazil: 'People aiid:·lnstitutions, Loutslana
State University Press, Baton Rouge, ,1963. .;,. \

'*.......
/ " t,
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Social Contacts in the Colony

The importance of friendship and kinship ties to the

stability of the colonists has been indicated by C.p. Loomis. 8

He has shown that those who have family or friends in the col-

ony tend to stay. If they do leave, they tend to move as a

group. Social contacts are initiated among neighbors at

first, but these tend to be replaced by ties among those having

common interests. Oberg finds that while three-fifths had

relatives nearby in a frontier colony in Parana, visiting among

relatives and friends was the most common form of leisure time

activity for only ten percent.9

Data from migrants to a newly settled area in southern

Goias (Itumblara) indicates that family and friends are the

main sources of information about the area, and the presence of

relatives is a major reason for moving there. This is more

1ike ly to be true for "~'areas of spontaneous sett lement than for

planned colonies. Kinship and personal ties are particularly

Important in Brazil. Hence, they must be taken Into account

where they are likely to affect settlement, living arrangements,

and mutual aid.

8Charles p. Loomis, Social Relationships and Institutions
in Seven New Rural Communities, Social Research Report No. 18,
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Farm Security Administration,
Washington, D.C., 1940.

9Kalervo Oberg, T'Oted't: A Muntcieio In the Western Frontier
of the State of Paran', USOM Brazil, Rio de Janeiro, 1959.
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Family and friends provide what might be called the

internal solidarity of the colony. Such solidarity is

necessary for personal Integration as well as for ,social

integration. In a country where family ties :are.strong

it Is Important for people &Ither',to 1ive near ,faml.1y members

or to be able to visit them frequently. Next to relatives,

It is important to have friends upon whom one can depend and

with whom one can interact freely. This Is lik~ly to occur

only among people of similar backgrounds and int~rests. Friends

cannot be forced; they must be made spontaneously. For this

reason It Is important to provide opportunities where people can

co~.together to talk, play and become acquainted. Whether or

not there are such opportunities is likely to make the differ-

ence between leaving or remaining for many settlers.

People require contact not only with neighbors a~d f~milY

but also with people beyond the closed group of the locality.

Such interaction is necessary not only for solidarity but also

for providing the social incentives or the reference groups

for people to maintain and to improve their standards. 10 It

has been observed that problems of mental health are greater

among people in isolated colonies. ll They are faced with severe

IOS.N. Eisenstadt, "Some Factors which Promote or Impede
Changes in Agricultural Organization and Production," Department of
Sociology, Hebrew University, 'Jerusalem, 1963-65. (Mimeographed)

11Fernando Oliveira, Professor of Rural Sociology, University
of Rio Grande do Sul.
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physical handicaps,. with limited opportunity for social inter-

action. With the absence of ,contact with the outside world there

is also a tendency t.o lower standards of living and production.

The immigrant colonies have made an effort to provide In

stitutional services and social facilities as soon as they were

constructed. The games, festivities, and facIlities were usually

transplanted from their native country, not allowing for much

interaction with the Brazilian culture. Hence, they have not

provided the basis for identification with the Brazilian society.

But they have served to maintain the solidarity and mental

health of the group.

An important dimension of any project is the extent of

contact with the outside world. To remain isolated means that

the colonist will be more likely to be a subsistence peasant

than a farmer. Frequent visits outside the colony, Indirect

means of communication such as radio, newspaper, and travelers

who bring news of the outside world, can transform the subsist

ence peasant into a farmer. However, adequate roads or the

proximity of the colony to large cities can bring a negative

consequence such as over-valuation of land. Land becomes desir

able to city dwellers because it is near the metropolitan area

and can be used as a weekend place. Lots are likely to change

hands more frequently with the result that a stable organization

of the colony wjl1 be more difficult to maintain.
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A relatively isolated colony has to concentrate on a few

products which can be industrialized in the region or on raising

a product that can be stored. This is not the case with colonies

which are located in the surrounding areas of the large city.

Here the conditions for economic progress are more favorable in

that markets are available. There is more opportunity for dev

eloping relationships with the market, with technical service

and with other persons who can provide the services and support

ordinarily provided by the traditional patrao.

£91onies as Sources of Innovations

Colonies, whether government or private, have provided the

basis for innovations in agriculture in living and in institu

tions. But their potential for serving such a function has not

been exploited. Immigrant colonies have been largely self-con

tained and have not extended their influence much beyond their

own bounds, especially when reinforced by physical isolation

and by cultural barriers. It is for this reason that Brazil

has discouraged colonization by wholly immigrant groups in

recent years. Even the successful Holambra colony near Campinas

has apparently had relatively little influence outside the col

ony for many years. (However, the effect of even such limited

influence over time may be greater than is apparent and needs to

be studied more carefully.) In many instances, new ideas have

been replaced by others without knowledge of how the new techniques
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shouJd:be used. The several colonies occupied by nationals and

by Japanese Immigrants have attempted to answer this problem by

requiring a certain proportion of Brazilian colonists.

Colonies provide a group of settlers through whom new

techniques can be promoted. Usually, technical assistance has

lagged behind the development of the colonies. 12 There are too

few technicians, and they are poorly trained. Some who are

trained do not receive the support they need from the administra-

tion 'In the form of credit and materials. However" in in-

stances where technical assistance has been accompanied by

credit, many farmers have succeeded In Increasing their product-

ivity.

It has been observed that in almost all colonies more

technical assistance Is desired than is available. In one pri-

vate colony of 23 families one technician was kept busy almost

continually during the first year he was in the colony. The

techn~cian must devote a great deal of time and attention to

getting acquainted with each individual. In working with colon-

ists he becomes involved not only in technical matters but in

making contacts. with outside agencies, organizing cooperatives,

and making arrangements for obtaining materials.

12Wi 11 iam C•. Thiesenhusen, Experimental Programs of Land
.,Reform in Chile, unpublished Ph.D. dissertation'i"'University of
Wisconsin" 1965.
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In addition to the technician, the mass' media, personal

contacts with friends, traders, etc., are important sources

of technical information. A colony which specializes in one

crop or product has advantages from the standpoint of tech-

nical assistance. The quality of technical advice available

to such a colony is generally superior, and cooperatives and
" ,

other institutions are more I ikely to: be able to obtain the

supplies and equipment needed to carry out recommended practices.

The c·oJony which is special ized can take advantage of Its con-

centratlon on production and access to technical assistance.

It is also likely to provide more incentive to the colonist who

wants to go beyond a subsistence type of living. On the other

hand, failure in a specialized venture may mean economic loss

and a shortage of subsistence foods. The decision as to whether

to specialize in one major projec't will, of course, depend upon

the areas and the type of colonists. But there is evidence in
..

Brazil that the specialized colony which can have technical

assistance and a market for its product is likely to be more

successful as a colony than the subsistence type.

Diffusion of Innovations among colonists is apparent, but

local leadership among colonists tends to develop slowly. Diff-

usion starts with some of the better farmers (frequently those

of Japanese origin) and among friends, but new ideas stem largely

from the technician and from the cooperatives. The·-extent 'of

diffusion outside the colony to other farmers In the area is a

most important topic for further study.
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The Process of Becoming a Colonist

To most Brazilians, colonization is nothing new. It has

been a part of Brazilian history and development. When the

word goes around that a new colony Is to be developed people

come from near and far to make Inquiries, to submit appl'ca~

tions, or to settle on land rumored to be Included In the new

colony. In the Federal District, as many as 11,000 persons

have made ;'appllcatlonsll for about 850 lots at one time or

another. Yet recently there were 40 lots awaiting settlers.

Either the location is not convenient, the terms are too diff

Icult to meet, or other conditions discourage applicants from-

becoming colonists. At the same time, there are unauthorized

"squattersH who move Into proposed new colonies without per

mission.

The process of acquiring a lot in a colony and actually

occupying it involves many steps. Recently, much attention has

been given to the selection of the settler. The feeling is fre"

quently expressed by government agencies that if they could select

the IIright lt type of settlers the colonies would be more likely to

succeed. Theoretically, there are rational and impersonal bases

for selecting colonists, but in practice this does not happen.

Those who apply at the beginning of the new project are likely to

be accepted. When applicants exceed the amount of lots available

regulations and other factors (including personal recommendation)

will be taken into consideration.
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There appears to be an over·emphasis upon the·Jndfvidual

as opposed to the cultur~l and groue factors affecting success

in settlement. While there are Individual Brazilians simIlar

to the Japanese, Dutch, or Germans, they are likely to Jack

the support of their family and friends and the technical,

cooperative, and other Institutional support's necessary-for

success.

Government colonies must take those who apply, even though

the number may greatly exceed the supply of land avaIlable.

When so many people are without land or steady employment the

hope of land of, the Ir own prompts th~.l1 to apply. But c'o' t .• most

desirable candidates hear about the' 'COlony? Or is It only those
..:. '

who a re fortunate enough to have the' right' per'sana I contacts

who happen to hear about It? P~rhaps an effort 'should be made

to seek out eol()f)ist.s who already l'ive' in- i.solated area~ and, are

less l~kely to hear about the opportunities, but ~ore li~kel.y to

succeed.

There ~re at least four typ'es of colonists:: (~l)"There Is the

person, rura l~or urban, who ~ 5 s~ek~"9 an easY"way tc? land owne....

ship,_
. .~.-, _. : . Ope~at.ing the land is secondary for ~Im~ He will .. farm the

'..' " ~ :
lot through hired labor or through rela~ives in cases where the

. regulations make it man~ato~y ~hat' 'the Jot be cultiva~ed. In

general, this type is m~re co~only fO\,Jnd tn colonies near the

cities. It gives the city owner pre5~ige to have a plot of land

l _
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~_here he,.can go for .churrasco(a,kind of bar:bec~e)cl; ~9.:s,pe'1~/":7:
~ ~ ;-'~. ~ :~ ,:: '::"/ ; '.~" ," .::" . co .,' •. ..', '\ ••~~' ,';" ..~••,' 0'-. ~:~ '~~t: ..c' "1'" -.

a;,:.:we~:~end, or ~,~ ha¥:e/;frult>\'\Iql,.~t-··.,f1,~ ~iJn~~br;'ng~.~to ...tJ)tl, ..:~~.~y;
-. ~- .> ".,':: ".' .:.~.~. ',. c.' •. ' .• : •.• ',: '.: ····" ..(~~· .• •.. , ••. ·.';:·./.7~.M; .. ' ....

and dfstri-bute among ..elatlv~s and friends. The. rura.l owner,

ne fghbor i"9 city• Or, If .he .can afford I..t, he may .ha'{e ,the

lot .culttvt;lted by. hIred labor. The Jot. ls. 1fk~ly to In~re~se

In value, and It can ususal1y be negotiated if the owners

need money. For the rural person the lot may represent prestige
. :}

as well.·(2) There' Is the person who uses the land"Gt,u.lvely~~ ·

as a residence. He goes to work In the city and uses part of

the Jot for growing some subsl'stenee products. (3) There Is

the colonist who uses.the land for subsistence only. He lives

on the lot but Is not able to get from the land more than his

subsIstence, plus some excess which may be sold to purchase

such articles as clothing for his children, salt, and products

wh i'ch he ·~'ea.nnot II'Qduce.' Perhaps the major t'tY'·o·f· the colonists

fall Into this category. (4) There"are the real colonists, de'"

fined according to the abstract Image which exists in the society.
-. ,. ~ ~' ~

Among ··those are'the Imm'lgrants, such 'as the Japanese and "the Ger-

man, and those who have 8 strong farm tradition and wIsh to per-

petuate It.

W'fthout some of the latter~type a colony is likely to be

unstable, If, not.a complete-failure. ·.The stibs;stencetype of

colonist may be selected, If that Is one of the objectives of
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of the colony. However, if too many of the first two types

are included there will be Insufficient support for the agri

cultural enterprises and institutional activities requIred for

a successful colony. For these types. the colony is a means to

ends other than agricultural production. It may be hard to

identify these or other types. Intensive questioning about

people's backgrounds and attitudes may reveal type differences.

One should try to find out what their aspirations are for them

selves and their families. Their attitudes toward agriculture

and country life should be determined. Finally their attitudes

toward the specific colonization project should be ascertained.

Interest In and aptitudes for the particular type of agriculture

found in the region are, of course, relevant also.

As the colonist settles on his lot many problems face him.

If he has limited resources he may be'delayed in getting his land

into production by the necessity of first obtaining tools, seed,

etc. Also, he must provide food, furnishings, education, and

other services for his family. How much does the colony provIde

In the way of materials and services and how much must the col

onist borrow or wait for? If everythIng is provided the cost will

be high ($4,500 in Gurgeia in Piau1). If the colonist must pro

vIde for himsel~ It may be necessary for him to work outside the

colony or to operate his land at reduced capacity for a time In

order to meet expenses. A balance must be sought between over

burdening the colonist with too large an investment and providing
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him with too much without cost, and of making him operate and

live at a Jow level for a number of years. The enterprising

agriculturalist wIll not hesitate to work hard, invest his own

resources or borrow to obtain them. The subsistence type may

not Improve much without direct assistance. And the )and

seeking type may be dIscouraged unless he already has the cap

Ital n~eded to acquire the land. In any case, the responsibil-

Ities of the settler should not exceed his ability to cope with

them. The ability to assume such responsibility will vary with

the Individual.

The colonist who Is faced with many new situations and

problems goes through a process of learning and adjustment. This

involves learning techniques and procedures as well as the assi~

ilatton of these Into his way of life. The officials of the

colony may provide technical Information, but hIs church, faro-

ily, and friends provide the support for his acceptance of the

new pattern. This Is known as the socialization process. It is

possible that the failure to assimilate the new values and some

objectives of the colony, such as new techniques, sanitation

practices, and school for his children into his way of life may

result In the colonist becoming dissatisf;led and leavIng_ To

reduce the likelihood of this happening it Is Important that

the agency sponsoring the colony takes Into account the aspira-

tions, attitudes, and.values of the colonists In establishing

its policies and procedures.
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For any organization requiring individual InitIative to be

successful, there must be interaction and feedback between those

in authority and those at lower levels. Are provisions made to

insure that complaints and questions from the colonists come to

the attention of the authorities? Does Inforr-::1tion about pol icy

decisions and avai labIa servi"ces reach t:,e co~c~nist5?

paternalistic system is to be change people must be regarded as

individuals and must be enco-uraged to act in a responsible way.

This requires that they understand the reasons why they feel de

pendent and, at the same time, that they see the opportunities

avaIlable to them of beooming independent.

Th is paper is f ntended to ra i se issues and gl've some

guidelines for thier solution. It Is an initial attempt to out

line some of the social aspects of colonization in Brazil.

Further data on these and other aspects of colonization will be

provided In a survey by the authors of three colonies: Papucaia

in the state of Rio de Janeiro, Curittbanos in Santa Catarina,

and Una in Bahia.
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